
00:00:05 How to document your legal agreements. Documenting agreements can range 
from a simple email to a term sheet, which is halfway between a simple email and a full on 
formal legal agreement and a formal legal agreement at the very bare minimum, always 
document every single legal agreement in an email exchange that you can refer back to if, and 
when necessary due to a question like, 
 
00:00:31 wait, what did we actually say about that simple documented agreements and 
email can be appropriate when you're on your way to getting a formal legal agreement signed, 
but you need to begin working together before that happens. And while you're in the formal legal 
agreement, documentation process as a starting place, once you get basic terms of an 
agreement clear, send an email that says here's what I understand. 
 
00:00:57 We agreed to regarding what we're going to be doing together. Set clear context 
of timing, any exchange of money and expected next steps. Some of the things that may go into 
that email are the objective of the relationship, the expected timeframe, any exchange of money 
or other resources, next steps towards a formal agreement, if a formal agreement is going to 
happen. 
 
00:01:22 And then at the end of your email, right? If anything I've written here is different 
than your understanding or expectation, please reply back as soon as possible. And let me 
know so we can get clear, otherwise all assume we're on the same page and begin taking next 
steps in our work together. Either way, please confirm when I speak about formal legal 
documents, 
 
00:01:49 I mean, contracts that have not just the foundational terms of the relationship like 
I described in the email, but all the boiler plate terms that protect both your interests, I'll share in 
a future lesson, all those boiler plate terms to understand in most contracts. But first let's look at 
a step that you may use between an informal email and a formal legal agreement. 
 
00:02:13 This step can be called a deal memo, a term sheet, a memorandum of 
understanding, or a letter of intent for these purposes. We'll refer to all of these as a term sheet, 
but they're all the same thing. A term sheet can either be binding or nonbinding depending on 
what the term sheet says. So make sure that your term sheet makes that clear and it specifies 
the basic terms and conditions of an investment, 
 
00:02:41 a transaction or a deal. The term sheet will lay out all the specifics of how you're 
going to work together without all the detail level boiler plate terms that would govern the 
relationship while you move from these basic outlines of the deal into a more formal legal 
agreement, the formal legal agreement we'll have all of the terms that you agreed to by email or 
on your term sheet. 
 
00:03:05 Plus the boiler plate language that covers the very detailed level matters such as 
protection of your intellectual property, future competition, or non-competition rights, refunds, 



termination of the relationship and how to resolve conflicts. I'll speak to more of that in our next 
lesson. 
 


